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Concert
after Lorca
First the instruments
are tortured. The music,
wet with sadness,
cannot silence itself,
and the players have gone,
turning themselves into birds.
They are wishing
the wind would stop,
the music would stop—
they are wishing
for heat and dry sand
and flowers to open
on their wings.
They wish to die
quietly on a branch
somewhere in silence.
The music spears
their five-fingered hearts.
Ashley Brooks
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A Few Plagues Before Bedlam

Damn they were tricky. Tricky when
they shut down the nuthouse, began
to hurl the freaks into our last
cabbages. And war was a taste
of hell, though we had no word in
our language for it. But the beans
were gone like the cabbages. See,
lunatics eat like locusts, they
put fire to painted barns, and let
the cattle burn. With the cows set
ablaze, we blamed the crazies, and
the tune of their aimless humming.
A few days later, we began to sing
and eat vermin. We wore frogs in
our hair like hyacinth. The din
of the crazies, the frogs and all
that singing. We wished for the fall
of night, of dark, like fools. When it
rained, we thought "wine," and the hail hit
the ground like diamonds. At last. War,
when the tanks came to spell it, tore
some people into sanity.
Some were happy. Some were happy
to throw themselves down between red
mud and the grids of metal tread.
Desperate to know how paper
feels to be paper, and later
how paper feels as it burns.
Laurel Snyder
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Blue

I want to close with something quiet.
Water, so much water. The fish beneath it.
The sky one slate roof holds still.
But with sound before, and after
anything, blue is an instance of hesitation.
The willow plate holds itself aloft only
in the moment before it decides to rest, or shatter.
And standing on this cold doorstep,
my lips freeze to a color you've never seen.
Things seem still. I can draw that out, and I do.
But although I can whistle low, to draw
the blue note quiet, we only say we are still.
We pretend to be. You will think you are
quietly inside. Near the stove, my bed.
Laurel Snyder
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Defilements

Pierre Van Rysselberghe wrote, "Roman Polanski has made enemies
of those who would view his films. I would have walked out,
but stayed because the air-conditioning worked, and outside it was hot."
I imagine others left quickly in a noise, who feared French July less
than they feared Polanski's Bitter Moon.
Of those, there were some that recalled a sudden place
they were meant to be, and some who relapsed into the first hour
of a twenty-four hour flu. There were those that pleaded honest boredom.
Without enemies I would always be safe, but I've drawn
and sharpened the claws of my own purpose: doubt greases its way near me,
and I have this dialogue that plays, saying if your life were a movie
it might be high porn, but low art. I turned out so boring
I've not managed to engender hate in anyone. I don't even remember
her real name, perhaps it's unimportant, but her death
I recall: Savannah, gaudy synthetic porn star, died and no one noticed
or cared, only saw fit to fish her out of the jacuzzi churned
with her blood. Some desperate unhappy accident, perhaps,
that need to get back up from things so low, then, hemorrhaging and gone.
Love for Greg Allman led her to collapse in his boredom
and make love to a woman while he watched in a L.A. hotel room—
you beat the hell out of me without using your fists,
she said when he left, and began, perhaps, to move towards
the remaining defilements. Almost no one could say a certain thing
for her life, beginning and end, but when her apartment was emptied
no mirrors were carried out. The closed curtains were suffused with dust
and cameras in the street were put away for lack of clean vision.
That weekend I rented three of her films, fell asleep through Savannah Smiles!,
and woke up nervous in my gut, like I am now, unable to see straight,
or scrape dust from the mirror in fear someone, myself, anyone, might
see the obscured image, the pornography that cuts with sharpest disgust.
Francois Truffaut, in his autobiography Day for Night, wrote,
"We are all acting-voyeurs sitting in a theater, watching a film,
appropriating the actions of fictions for our own sordid uses." Strange
as it is to think of this, I know it isn't air conditioning that keeps me cold.
It's at night we can see the hanging moon. Or its light,
which is reflected off the sun. So you never get away from the day.
You might acquire a measure of shade. You might rust your claws
if a sudden rain should come while the sun was out and you were
searching the rainbow. Strange how suddenly your life is colorless.
Strange that I have never seen Polanski's Repulsion.
What Truffaut was talking about were exchanges, one thing for another:
black and white for Technicolor, day for night, anything possible, my life for yours.
Paul Guest
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Note in Passing

Did you see the sky
today when it looked like skin?
I doubled over,
thought of you. I tried
smothering myself in hand;
all I could think of
was the smell. Perhaps
in open skies I would be
left vulnerable—
maybe I as well
would be tempted to cover
myself for fear of
exposure, to stretch
God out like dough, and to pull
you closer to me.
But now I can't breathe.
Remember Buson's autumns?
His leaves? This is mine.
Rebekah Sterling
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Metaphorical Orange

It's like an orange, you know, that you shouldn't
just set in some museum or penthouse somewhere.
I saw layers of grit and smoothness running together,
those deep lines where you pushed the paint around
not liking where it fell from your brush. Maybe
you stepped into your work. You have paint
all over your overalls. No longer blue, a collage
of studio work and sticky pulp smeared from
artist hands that peel back the layers of canvas and stretchers.
Finding life and determination inside, almost too sweet.
Nestled snugly amid experience are Learning to Sketch books.
They crunch when you bite into them, they were
never meant to be swallowed whole. How did you survive?
I'm sure that it's growing inside of you and leaves will soon
start coming out of your ears. It's better thought that they aren't
supposed to be left alone, sitting on some frame of a shelf.
You made sure that they wouldn't rot through. I think
that perhaps that is why the paint is still sticky
after so many years; it's been smeared by those eating hands
that took time to peel and dissect the oranges
after first having tried biting into them whole.
Susan Davis
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Down There, He Could See How Dirty It Was

Prize

For no reason, he was awake before the alarm went off. He rolled
over and stared out the window. The sun wasn't up. The pavement was
wet and slick under the streetlights. It's early, he thought, no one is awake
but me. He grabbed the phone from the nightstand and called the job.
"Yeah, Jerry," he said. His voice was hoarse in the morning, and he spoke
slowly, paused between the words. "This is Ron Avery, I'm not feeling
well today. I don't think I'm going to make it in." It was easy to sound
sick. Jerry said it was fine, and he had a sick day coming anyway. Ron
hung up the phone.
"Today is a day off," he said. "Today I can get things done," he
added. "Accomplished." No one was there to hear.
He moved to the next room and lay on the couch in his underwear. He grabbed a cigarette from the pack on the coffee table, lit it with
a match, and turned the television on with the remote. The news was on.
Ron watched while he twisted the hair on his belly around his pointer
finger and thought about what happened. After the weather report, the
phone rang. Ron didn't move. Sunny skies, highs in the eighties, he thought,
what a day for a day off. When it rang again, he ran to catch it before the
machine picked up. He didn't say anything.
The phone was silent. He realized they were waiting for him to
talk, say hello or something. He didn't give them the satisfaction. After
a while, there was a voice.
"Ron? Ron, are you there?" it said. "Ron it's me, Kevin. Look,
I'm sorry about what happened. I'm sorry you had to find out that way"
Ron stretched the phone cord around the corner so he could see
the television. His cigarette was done and he stamped it out on a beer
can he found on the floor. There was a tragedy on the news. There's
always a tragedy, he thought, always a tragedy somewhere. A train had derailed down south. People were dead, things about the engineer were
suspected, and an investigation was to follow, the news anchor said. The
phone kept talking in Ron's ear— apologizing, explaining. He leaned
for the cigarette pack on the table. The cord wouldn't reach.
"But it's not all me, you know," the phone said. "I mean, I wasn't
the only one. Look, Ron, are you gonna say anything? C'mon, at least
yell at me."
He lay down on the floor. The hardwood was cool against his
skin. He hadn't noticed how hot he was before that. He rolled his head
back and forth, looking around the room. Down there, he could see how
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dirty it was. Dust everywhere and dirty clothes and beer cans. He hung
up the phone and left the room. He came back carrying a broom.
He began sweeping under the coffee table, then down by the
baseboards, making sure to get into the space between the wall and the
floor. He brushed off the dust that had stuck to his back and swept that
up too. He moved the couch to sweep the space underneath. That was
when he found the compact. It was lavender. It sat in a pile of dust and
hair. Pennies were scattered around. He opened it and looked at the
brush and the small pool of cream-colored powder. He looked at himself in the mirror on the lid and was surprised by his face. The size of the
mirror only allowed him to see sections at a time. He stared at his right
eye and the lines under it. He tilted the mirror slightly and saw his nose
and mouth. He remembered her sitting on that couch, smearing that
powder on her face with the brush, tilting her head to make sure she
didn't miss any spots.
"She left her face behind," he said. "She left her face behind and
it's been sitting under my couch for God knows how long."
He finished sweeping, put everything back it its place, and sat
down to smoke another cigarette. The sports report was on. He closed
his eyes and tried to go back to sleep. The phone rang. He let the machine get it. A tone sounded, and her voice came out of the speaker.
"Ron, honey, it's me. Hon, pick up the phone please. Please?"
He tried to blow smoke rings and couldn't, then picked up the
remote and started changing channels.
"I know you're there. It's not time for you to leave for work yet.
C'mon talk to me. I can talk all day, you know. I'll use up your whole
tape," the machine said.
He listened to her voice for a while and changed channels and
smoked. She kept talking. This went on for thirty minutes. Then there
was a knock at Ron's door.
He ran to the bedroom and turned the volume on the machine all
the way down. He put on a pair of jeans and a shirt he found lying
across the back of a reclining chair and answered the door. It was Dan
from downstairs.
"Hey Dan, just getting in?" he said.
"Yeah. They told me you called in sick as I was leaving." He was
looking at the floor and scratching the back of his hand as he spoke. "I
just thought I'd come by and see how you were doing. See if you needed
anything."
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He was the night supervisor at the plant where Ron worked. Dan
got him the job there a couple of years ago. They got along, but didn't
see each other much. Dan was usually coming in as Ron was leaving.
"No. I'm fine. I just didn't want to go to work today. I wanted a
day off."
Dan looked at Ron and smiled. He started to turn like he was
heading downstairs.
"Hey, wait a minute. I haven't seen you in a while. Why don't
you come in and have some breakfast with me?"
Dan looked at the floor again, and shook his head. He mumbled
something to himself.
"Yeah, I'm pretty hungry. I think I will have some eggs," he said
after a minute.
In the kitchen, Dan sat at the table by the window, smoking and
drinking the coffee Ron made. The sun was coming up. It lit up the
windows and made Dan squint. Pots banged together while Ron looked
for his big frying pan.
"Eileen is gone," Dan said.
Ron put the pan on the range top and buttered it. He turned the
burner on and lit a cigarette off of it, bending over and sticking his face in
the blue flames.
"Gone?" he said. "Where?"
"She took Kathleen and moved in with the guy that delivers the
paper. He's got an apartment in Allston."
Smoke curled inside the slanted shafts of light that came through
the windows. Ron cracked an egg into the pan.
"The guy that delivers the paper?" he said.
He tried to remember the man's face, but he could only remember
a small white car driving by and a thick forearm with a tattoo throwing a
rolled-up newspaper onto the stoop.
"Yeah, my wife left me for a thirty-five year-old man with a paper
route. He drives around in a Honda Civic throwing The Herald onto
people's doorsteps."
"How do you like your eggs?" Ron asked.
"Over easy," Dan said. He got up to get another cup of coffee.
"My wife and my daughter are living in a studio apartment with the
paperboy." He shook his head. Ron gently slid the spatula under Dan's
egg, and, making sure not to break the yolk, he flipped it. It didn't break.
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"She says the paper thing is just temporary," Dan said. "She says
he's a novelist. Gonna be the next Norman Mailer."
Ron put the bread in the toaster and pushed the lever down. The
filaments turned red, heated up.
"Norman Mailer?" he said, turning his attention back to the eggs.
"Jeeeez, he must be a real bastard."
The eggs were almost finished. Ron got two plates out of the cabinet. He put silverware, the plates, and the butter dish on the table. Dan
was staring into his coffee and continued to shake his head.
"Did she say why?" Ron asked. "Why she left, or why she chose
this guy?"
"Well, she gave me all the usual stuff. Oh she says that since I got
the supervisor job I'm tired all the time, and I don't paint as much as I
used to. I guess this guy, the paper boy, he's done with work after a few
hours and then he just writes all day. She respects that. Says I don't care
about my art anymore, and gave me some crap about settling into a bluecollar rut."
Ron had seen some of Dan's paintings at a community art festival. There were a few other painters on their street. They all shared a
studio in Roxbury. Dan took Ron to a party there once a couple of years
ago. His paintings were all over the place. Ron couldn't tell if they were
good, most of them were paintings of televisions. One was of a woman.
Her face was turned away. She wasn't wearing a shirt. Ron thought it
was Eileen, and was embarrassed.
"God, the reason I took the night supervisor job in the first place
was so I could afford to buy school clothes for Kathleen. I did it for them.
And now she's taken my daughter away."
Ron put the eggs and toast on their plates and sat down. He put
his cigarette out in the ashtray and started eating.
"I hope your eggs are alright," he said.
"You know, I wonder—where does Kathleen sleep? It's a studio
apartment, does she sleep with them?" Dan asked, shoveling a piece of
egg onto a triangle of buttered toast. "This is all just driving me nuts,"
he said.
They finished breakfast. Dan kept talking while Ron washed the
dishes. When they were all clean, he said:
"Dan, you need a drink. And I need a drink too. Maybe a few."
He got them each a beer out of the fridge and sat down at the table again.
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After a couple of hours, all the beer was gone. They decided to go
out in Dan's car to get more.
"You know, while we're out, maybe we should go to Allston. I
noticed the other day that my golf clubs were missing. I think the paperboy took 'em," Dan said.
"Yeah," Ron said, trying to get out of his chair. "Yeah...maybe we
ought to go get your golf clubs back from that guy. I'd like to play some
golf."
"Maybe we ought to have a discussion with this paperboy too.
Maybe we should teach him about what happens when you steal some
guy's clubs."
"Maybe we should do more than discuss," Ron said. He was trying to light his cigarette.
"Yeah," said Dan. He left the room and went downstairs.
Ron went into the bedroom and tore the phone cord out of the
wall. When it came loose, he lost his balance and fell on the nightstand.
The machine broke on the floor. Ron lay there and laughed.
Dan came back carrying two shovels. They looked heavy. One
was rusted. They were caked with dirt.
"These ought to do," he said. "We ought to be able to teach the
paperboy a valuable lesson with these."
Ron got up and stumbled to the next room to get his keys from the
coffee table. He saw the lavender compact sitting there.
"I'm ready to go," he said and picked up his keys, leaning over to
grab the compact. He cocked his arm back and threw it. The compact
broke the window and fell onto the street. He didn't need it; today things
would be accomplished.
Keith Driver
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Amazons

She waves goodbye, her long hair hidden
In a cap. "I'm sacrificing my breast
To some god left over from the Aztecs,"
Anna says. Then blue gowned figures take her away.
I camp by the coffee machine counting
Dots in the squares of the soundproof ceiling.
Tasting jet lag I pretend I'm flying,
My seat tipped back at an awkward angle.
I clutch Anna's clothes on my lap
And pray for safe landing. A woman
In running shoes nests nearby, her Bible,
Paperback, kleenex, crackers on a chair.
Anna wakes and asks for her bosom back.
The orchid in the room from her boyfriend
Is like an exotic drop-in visitor
Whom she refuses to acknowledge.
She says the Amazons cut off their right breasts
So they could shoot arrows and throw spears better,
And they had to kill a male before they could marry.
I tell her that one-breasted women once ruled the world.
Heavy men in shirtsleeves crowd the elevator.
Their steaming styrofoam cups sting my eyes.
Kitty Forbes
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From a Porch in Athens County, Ohio

The sunset begins to bleed the horizon.
A van hobbles patiently eastward
down highway 50. From the other side
of the highway, a few cows groan,
in the distance. The sound of a plane
wades through the clouds. Anxiously,
fields wave under the humming wind,
carrying the smell of burnt leaves.
After chancing a landing on the rail,
a wren stills itself for a moment
before lifting away again. I lean back
into my chair and drop a postcard
from overseas onto the table,
and suddenly I find the moon
above me, its face strangely full.
John Jones
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Dogsofa

I've finally absorbed
my neighborhood.
All the skittish cats
who belong to no one and
seem to worry that you'll
catch them if you get too close.
The dogs bark at
every
thing that moves.
At night the wind blows
over and around the houses
(that have too much wood
and not enough brick) and
the dogs have a lot of work to do.
Dogsofa.
Someone didn't want that hand-me-down
garage sale got it from the too-rich
folks down the road
sofa.
Now, when the sun rises and I walk
on warming late morning Sundays,
dogsofa is there down the hill
with Fat George and Sad-face Willy
holding court.
These guys don't have much to do
at night, and the sun at its peak
is what makes them grunt happiness.
This neighborhood is Critter Central.
Elvis never hung out here
and Washington didn't sleep here
and I doubt that the Cherokee
did much more than hunt
pre-white-man critter around these parts.
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My neighbors are the folks
that give Socialists
wet dreams.
0, if only they'd unite, then
they could smash the rightist
moneyed landed establishment
that I so urgently want to be a part of.
I never get Jehovah's Witnesses at the door
or Pentecostals interrupting
my lawnchair festivals, and Mormons don't
get the pleasure of seeing me in my Saturday's
half-naked wake-up look.
I think if I pulled out my sacred text
and went walking fifty
or a hundred yards
around dinner time,
waved to Fat George
and tolerated the yippers
and spooked the all-eyed flinchers,
I'd find those folks who
annoyed me when I lived
with my rightist
moneyed landed establishment
parents.
Move over,
Sad-face Willy.
There's some space here on
dogsofa.
Steve Yoder
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Crazy Phunk
Prize
wonder why my jeans are supposed to be haggin' with the music called 'rap'
while your jeans are gettin' dirty with that stuff called 'alternative funk.'
ever try to figure out why 'your' people both like jazz?
or, what would happen if I put on a pair of your old jeans,
the ones you were wearing when bell-bottoms were the norm?
it would probably be like living on an island
naked.
'cause you were too young
to know what punk-phunkin'
was all about.
and me, well, just never had the skills
to beat box and break dance.
which washes away the theory that
all of 'my' people can dance.
funny, but I was just sittin' there
diggin' a leopard skin coat when I
glanced at Shelby gaping at you
staring at me,
so, I scoped you peepin' at some old notes
tryin' to watch me.
I wondered if you were looking
at the braids draped on my head
thinking to yourself that you knew it wasn't all mine
'cause the last you heard,
'my' people's hair didn't grow like that.
so, when you drove me home
and we listened to that phunk-punk station
I was seriously into it, diggin' it real tough-like, you know.
I saw you smile that wicked smile
like you were hiding a secret about me from me.
and that's why I looked at your jeans
and realized they were too small for me,
'cause my jeans big enough to understand
green day, fourplay, brandy, and mendhellson
and still have enough room
for that ultra-cool baggy look left in the ass
for a little christmas country tune.
Lydia Melvin
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Sadie Eats Pistachios On The B Train

I always thought my mother would be happy by now,
Not teaching future car thieves how to write their names in cursive.
We rescued a cat from freezing and melting away into the trash
Surrounding it.
It lived beside a dumpster.
I asked my acquaintance named Ingrid to take care of it,
While we were away.
As we drive, my mother says the name Ingrid reminds her of bubble gum.
I say I had always envisioned cheap perfume with Elizabeth Taylor's face
On the purple bottle.
The perfume cloud clings to my eyes, mouth, and hair—
Attaches itself to me
Like a cat's whiskers
Where its whole sense of balance resides.
Laura Howard
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It is okay for Pygmalion to laugh at his own
cleverness. His audacity is amused
by his paper shield, for it is not his joke.
Galatea does the talking.
He shifts his weight from left
foot to right, describing the hips
of her walk. He nods and raises an eyebrow,
attempting to make his voice more like that
of the woman he loves. Yes, they are lovers
of a sort, so it is not rude for him
to enjoy her imagined scent.
Most of all, he loves how she sits there,
tucked safely in the crisp creases
of a black notebook, folded away in his back
pocket, shared only when he allows it.
Kimberly Keith
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Music From Polar Regions

Vagabonds, we cross cold silver fields
on winter's arc, shelf of green waiting behind the sun.
The population is gone. In constant suspension
I am towards
You always leaving.
I am towards you like ghosts of long snows hovering in the difficult
oxygen.
You like a summer feather always leaving the ice wind.
Birds who've stayed here must find their way to the bird-feeder hangers
reaching far out from their high wooden porch.
A woman, her hair unfolding as she reaches, places seed,
mounts and kicks the mare pulling up from the center of the earth.
She begins a hunt for the stayed bird,
For wind fast through her hair,
To catch the summer heather in her mane
To arrive at you with a nest of brown soil and hair
At the muscled bed of moss beating up heat through the freeze
To bow to the earth again, positioned for ritual.
She has come again, vagabond advancing in a fugue.
Nearby, huge rocks form instruments fed by wind,
tunneling the gusts and currents of the sky with a groan and whistle.
Swirling eddies of simple music spook the mare pulling
from the center of the earth for her
a single chord.

Teresa Rogerson
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Summer Job

It's not your average oily greasy factory
job—I discover diamonds
by peeling off the sticky protective sheets to expose
brilliant, clear sheets of acrylic plastic.
The chair I sit upon for nine-and-a-half hours
works through my fatty flesh to my butt bone.
I hear Jerri, a thirty-year-old girl tell me of
her grandmother's quest for the perfect mobile home—
$30,000 for a double-wide-white-with-black-trim trailer
which had to be imported
from Alabama—I say
It must be nice to have that freedom to up and go
with a mobile home—my ass makes me look at the
time clock which clicks away every dragging minute.
Yes, I think to myself, this factory is as clean as a sanatorium,
as that brand spankin' new double-wide trailer.
This other summer worker, Alicia, who frequently drops
acid, explains how acrylic plastic makes the most
awesome sled in the winter—yeah, all you do is take a big sheet
down a snowy hill—hell, a grass hill—and it's slicker
than cat shit on a doorknob. Amazing—
this plastic clear slick stuff made from oil slick
makes things go that fast—what time is it?
The time clock ticks away every minut—anticipating
every click to start
off the loud bell that runs everyone out of K&A Acrylics—
that's K for Kevin and A for Allen. I begin to peel one of the larger pieces
of acrylic and become curious as to exactly how fast it would take me away.
Alicia, was that slicker than cat shit or owl shit?
I put on my headphones, it's country music day in the plant—I peel away,
listening to pygmy chanting and think about sledding.
Rozmond Johnson
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Upon Entering a Kamnik Church

My time here is already allotted.
I'm here behind glass,
and she's holding that baby
whose eyes have been carved out
liked dried pieces of fruit.
She is painted, cheeks feverish,
satin body swollen full,
A white-faced doll with a child on her buried knee—
Before she came here to be filed away,
she must have been a girl who asked for nothing more
than a fringed shawl or an orange as a gift,
but her narrow hips betrayed her.
There is scarlet velvet on these cushions,
rubbed thin by scraping knees,
Shredded petals up here on the tombs of these men
we've forgotten.
Already we've presented them to the historians as corpses.
Here beneath the light,
Mary poses under the lens.
I click the picture and advance the film—
I know. The photo will be blurry two months before I develop it.
The only visible thing will be
two rouged cheeks above black space.
I am beyond discovering why
she is still behind the glass
I am part of
I leave her to stew below her yellow lights and
I'm touching a page that is 416 years old.
Under my greasy fingers I must have rubbed a century off.
It says on the open page:
"Here we're all folding our arms around us
Here we're all dreaming dreams of pathologists' penlights
Here we're all marking down murder and strangeness."
Predestination is stacking up like bones—
these men are always partially forgotten,
this gold leaf is always half yellow.
Her arms are buried beneath all that cloth.
This icon is staring sideways from the wall
past my face
and I'm filed away
in the lines of tourists passing through here,
in movements that do not qualify—
in configurations
not nearly noble as dances
or noonday parades.
Melanie Jordan
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P. 53 of The Joy of Southern Cooking
"Eulene and Cornbread"
We first fell in love in her mama's kitchen.
The spring sun shone through the screen door
and lit the room and warmed the pale yellow walls.
I grabbed her as she made cornbread. The cornmeal
coated my clothes and her round breasts were pressed
against me like two firm beans. The heat between
us was steady and even and she melted like
butter in my arms and filled my mouth with a sweet taste.
Afterwards, we met many times and stirred vigorously.
Then the cold winter clouds came, covered the sun and made
the days old and stale.
The smell of her vinegar tears filled the room, but
I had no turnip greens in my soul. Her distilled sadness meant
nothing to me and added only a sour grumble to the
pit of my stomach.
Chuck Newell
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Goddess

Selene
Glancing an unseeing world,
you prey upon the minds of men
looking too long at your gas-white
reflection. All you want is light of
your own so you can burn holes
through lovers who never appear.
All you want is to disturb the earth
with a glance at your goddess' body.
What then? What except the shadow
trailing you, who is you, and a
luminous tear like the howl of beasts
wanting to reach you, rest in your
pools of darkness.
Artemis
Where do you go when the
plan you have made is a maze
and you forget, you dismiss
the answer for its simpleness?
You hatch a scheme to hunt
the world bare, to stop mother
earth in her mating habits,
hating those who hunt you.
You tell yourself to kill
and you do. You tell yourself
you want no one and you make
barren your path, like a flower
fallen into the brine of a hurling sea.
Hecate
You have the rage of a blinded
match settled against the chemicals
that set fire to your head. You desire
your own pain, your own death, and
you want the feel of miserable skin
against your cheek. You want to crave,
to yearn and, though you have a legion
of prophesies, you can think of nothing
to need. Bound by torches and ghosts
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where do you run when the hounds
you have trained turn their sudden
heads on you, drooling? There is
a place, unseen, a world, not mapped,
but you cannot, will not. You are no
one else but the weightless match
to a world of people.
Magdelyn Hammond

The Rest of the Day

In that simple, feminine way, I will destroy
your map of the stars drawn on a wedge of
blue flower and kettle wallpaper. You left me out,
forgot the constellation of my beauty, forgot to
deify me. I ask you now to look me over, say
what I lack. Do I have too much of that fine Greek
marble quality, or is it the depth of my eyes,
how you see nothing but the shallow crevice of my pupils?
I find small joy in the way we spin around day to day,
the words you say each morning as you
kiss goodbye, the tug of air that hits my face
when a closet door opens. And you, are your joys
sought on scraps, leftovers? Do you feel the
foothill ridges of textured wallpaper, turn it over
where the brittle glue still clings in lines of rigid
yellow, etch out this day's observation? And why
am I absent in your felt-tipped masterpiece? I am
not the one who wanders. I orbit your body with
desire like a child hunting a resting place at the
end of each day. I am here, and you focus on the wall
behind me, in the story creating itself now, the story that
flickers on the back wall of my lit eyes, the story
that says you and I will never have this chance again,
even as we speak, even as we lie together.
Magdelyn Hammond
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A Gallery of Madmen

"Oh, how I love my madmen," said Arthur McCavendesh. "Come,
won't you follow me into my gallery?" he said as he removed the linen
napkin from his lap.
Mr. McCavendesh rose from the solid oak chair, and strode to the
dining room doors. He threw the nine foot structures wide with such
severity that I cringed for the delicately crafted and finished artwork
that adorned them. Feeling embarrassed by the abruptness with which
the evening had so suddenly changed, I felt compelled to follow Mr.
McCavendesh. I quickly wiped my mouth and chased after the disappearing footsteps. As my dress shoes clacked on the Italian marble floors,
I thought that his strength was remarkable for a man many years my
senior.
Soon the footfalls ceased, and I ran through the dark halls to where
I thought I had last heard them. I stopped, panting. God, the man could
run. I looked around the dark gallery I had entered. I saw only half
forms, and distant suggestions of things. As sweat beaded on my forehead, my breathing slowed.
The doors behind me closed, and with them my only light was
taken. I turned swiftly, only to meet darkness. Things began to move
around me, reaching out to touch me fleetingly. I whispered,"Mr.
McCavendesh?"
No answer from the darkness.
A little louder, I called out,"Mr. McCavendesh."
Something pinched my ear, nibbled on my shoulder. I flailed
about, trying to brush them away. I began to run around, rolling on the
ground, and jumping high in the air. I kicked and I jabbed at nothing. I
screamed,"What the hell are you doing, you son of a bitch!"
The lights flooded the gallery. Gray columns rose to the ceiling,
and a dark green marble lined the walls. The ceiling was domed, a yellow light shot to it, where it was reflected earth bound. Cages made of
steel were dotted about the room, each having straw floors that stuck
through the bars. Halfway between each cage, there was a bust. I recognized Greek Classicism, Roman Realism, and several American styles
that tried to recapture the other two. From behind a cage, Arthur
McCavendesh walked into view. He was smiling brightly.
"Come, come Mr. Nesmith. Are we losing our temper?"
I adjusted my necktie and ran my fingers through my sweaty hair.
"What kind of game are you playing here, McCavendesh? You invite me
here on the pretense of interviewing the powerful and mysterious Arthur
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McCavendesh, and instead I'm running around in the dark, scaring myself. Just what is going on!"
McCavendesh laughed. "Mr. Nesmith, I was only entertaining
you. That small performance you indulged in was by my own private
troupe. I thought you would rather enjoy your first encounter with the
irrational tonight."
"What makes you think I would enjoy that? Am I getting my interview or not?"
McCavendesh approached me, casually. "I'm sorry, Mr. Nesmith.
You don't seem to understand something very important. I am not like
other people. I will not be placed under the microscope of your social
criticism. I will not be examined and dissected for the pleasure of your
readers. You are a guest in my house, and in this interview, I will determine your experience. You will relate what I choose to make available to
you. If you do not agree to these terms, you may leave at once!" His
tone had risen from an even, informal tone to a shouting rage.
I bowed. "Mr. McCavendesh, I appreciate your hospitality. I humbly ask that I be able to remain at your residence, and be privy to your
fabled collection. Please forgive my earlier impertinence."
McCavendesh visibly calmed, regaining his cool composure.
"Very well, Mr. Nesmith. If you would like to see my exhibits,
follow me."
At that, he turned and made a signal with his left hand. I saw
movement, along the walls, but I could not ascertain exactly who or what
it was. As McCavendesh came close to a large bronze doorway, he paused.
Without looking back, he said,"Mr. Nesmith, I should warn you to be on
your toes. The shadow players you romped with are among the more
benign of my wards. Please keep that in mind."
The door opened before him. With more than a little appreciation
this time, I again followed him.
The hallway was dark. At the far end, a circular portal was suffused with light. Next I could see the standing figure of McCavendesh. I
tiptoed to him, taking his warning literally. I kept my hands close to my
sides, fearing for the shadow players who might be hiding in the darkness.
When I had come within an arm's length of McCavendesh, he
turned the wheel unlocking the hatch. There was a whooshing sound as
air left the aperture. Gingerly, McCavendesh stuck one leg and then the
other through. Taking in hand the sides of the door seal, he slid through.
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Taking his example, I did likewise.
As my head emerged on the other side, a dazzling light, a hundred times stronger than in the earlier gallery, filled the space. I fell to
the ground, blinded. I heard chittering, laughter, screaming, howling,
and snickering. I reached out a hand, trying to block out the intensity
with my palm. A pair of hands met mine, and pulled me up to my feet.
A stranger's voice said, "There you are, governor. That's better. Here,
let me dust you off." Large hands patted my pant legs at the knees.
I cupped my hands over my eyes. I saw the dull red light of light
shining through the blood in my hands. I said,"I can't see."
"Oh, governor, sorry 'bout that. Boys, lights!" The pain dulled
as shadows once more came into existence.
The first thing I saw was a large, burly man. His thick red hair
was in a thousand minuscule curls, and his ruddy cheeks made his smile
warm. "There you are governor. That's better. Can I get you anything?"
"Where's McCavendesh?" The voices still rang through my mind.
"Oh, he'll be back in a short while. He said to take you around,
show you the sights and sounds. Come on, let me show you Murray.
I'm Jarvis."
I slowly walked to the nearest cage, led by Jarvis. Inside, a man
was feverishly scratching at a notepad with a stub of charcoal. A beautiful cathedral graced the page, alive with perspectives and shading. It
was majestic.
"That's Murray. He draws for God. He thinks he's an architect
under Gabriel."
I said, "Well, he's very good."
"You think so? Let me show you some of his other sketchings."
Jarvis opened a drawer underneath the cage. In it were hundreds of
fully rendered structures, some from many angles. A few near the bottom were yellowed and stiff.
I saw vast boulevards, lined with angels and wondrous light. I
walked through vast mansions, filled with softness and splendor. I picnicked in green gardens, where hummingbirds came to amuse me. I
recognized some of the busts from the outer gallery as saints and blessed
pilgrims. They were all before me and welcomed a kindred soul.
I looked down at Murray. His hair was long and oily, not having
seen proper care in some time. His clothes were tattered, and hung from
his bony frame. Thin wire frame glasses were perched on his long hawkish nose. When he saw me admiring his work, he smiled a snaggled
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grin.
"The Lord will be pleased, eh?" Murray then returned to his
efforts, redoubling the energy he poured into the page.
"What does he mean,'will be pleased?' I thought he was working directly for God."
"He knows exactly where he is. Don't you, Murray?"
"I am in the care of the blessed and sanctified Arthur
McCavendesh, who understands the blessing which I have received,"
Murray told us without looking away from his work.
"He likes McCavendesh, because McCavendesh doesn't drug him.
He lets Murray wear the clothes that he thinks have been blessed. Murray
doesn't wash his hair very often, because he says ideas stick better when
his hair is dirty. McCavendesh comes by every couple of days, to praise
his works and encourage him."
"Doesn't he get any therapy? Any type of counseling?"
"Governor, we've tried psychiatric counseling, serotonin precursors, and dopamine additives. The cases you see here are chronic. Nothing can be done to help them. Even surgery has been shown to be of
little effect, in some cases."
"Jarvis, how long has Murray been here?"
Jarvis looked at the ceiling and stuck his tongue out the corner of
his mouth. "Let me see... He's been here about seven years. He got here
a little after I did."
"Oh, you've worked for McCavendesh that long?"
"I wouldn't exactly say I work for him. I'm responsible and I help
to look after the others when they're having trouble."
I stepped back. "Then why are you here?"
Jarvis looked coy for a moment. "Governor, I have what you would
call ecstatic visions. Sometimes I see God's angels, and sometimes I see
demons. Mr. McCavendesh takes care of me because I tell him about
what I see. Sometimes I draw things, but I'm not nearly as good as Murray
is.
"How long has McCavendesh had these people?" Jarvis seemed
so normal, so personable. I couldn't see him as a raving lunatic.
"The Gallery has been open for about eight years now. I was the
first, the one who thought of starting this place."
"I thought this was McCavendesh's idea. How is it that you're
involved?"
"I started to have the visions after I had come to work for
I/
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McCavendesh. He had his little near-death experience a few months
before, and when he learned about the nature of my visions, he visited
me in the hospital. He was intrigued and began to visit me regularly.
Eventually, he set up a private staff to look after me when it became a
burden to my family."
I looked around me. There were some large men in white uniforms standing at the walls, and there were several people roaming
around. One man was twitching in the corner. He had earphones locked
onto his head in a strange mechanism. I must have been staring because
Jarvis said, "I see you've noticed Mr. Rodriguez. He comes all the way
from Chile. He's Pentecostal, and at times he speaks in tongues and
dances as the spirit possesses him. Mostly, though, he just twitches like
that."
"Would you like to hear some of what he's said?"
I thought for a moment. What sounds can issue forth from the
mouth of madness? "Uh, sure."
Close to Mr. Rodriguez was a small cabinet. Inside, I could see as
Jarvis opened one of the drawers, were several dozen small black tapes.
From the bottom, he retrieved a small tape player and a set of archaic
headphones. He handed them to me, gesturing for me to put them on
my ears. He pressed PLAY.
My ears were filled with something like Gregorian chant. It was
monophonic, and had no sensible rhythm scheme. The sound... was
inspirational. I heard the Sirens singing, luring me to my doom. I heard
Oblivion, the Void, whisper my name, and I loved it. I heard Destruction
and it was my salvation.
Jarvis pulled the headphones off me. "Now, you know why he's
in the private collection. When he starts one of his episodes, we have to
separate him from everyone."
I looked down at this eloquent Orpheus, leading me down into
Death. He did not know I was there, did not know that anyone existed
at all. He just rocked back and forth, mouthing words that have never
been.
"What is he listening to?"
"It changes from day to day, but his favorite is techno. He likes
jazz, and some of the romantic composers, but industrial was born for
him."
I felt that I had been slapped. "What, he listens to that?"
"Yes, day and night."
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"But...but, where does his inspiration come from?"
"Of that, fine sir, I am gratefully unaware. "Jarvis began to walk
away. I looked back at the Pentecostal, and trembled. I soon followed
Jarvis.
"Are there many people in this place?"
"I'm not sure on that. There might be thirty to forty. We get a lot
of loans from institutions."
"What do you mean, loans?"
"Well, Mr. McCavendesh is a powerful man who is heralded as a
philanthropist. The money he contributes to institutions and to research
gives him special privileges: like viewing some of the more interesting
cases his money helps."
"Let me get something clear in my mind. Earlier, you called this
the Gallery. I came thorough a colonnade with sculptures, and I've seen
drawings that would make any museum proud. Now, you're talking
about loans the way other people talk about artwork."
Jarvis smiled. "In a manner of speaking, that's right. We are Mr.
McCavendesh's artists, and we perform and produce our art for him."
"What are you talking about?"
A look of thoughtful consideration fell upon Jarvis' face. "Governor, each of us has been given a special quality, something that helps
divine ourselves and our existence. You are a reporter, who has been
entrusted with the responsibility for informing others. I am given visions, a madman with a penchant for the dramatic. I've also found myself in a situation where I can look after others who are in the darkness. I
was there, before I realized I was gifted, not cursed. Maybe I can bring
them a little light. Come on. Let me show you Satan." Jarvis began to
walk to the far corner of the gallery.
I didn't know what to make of all of this. I knew McCavendesh
was a patron for the lost cause of mental illness, but I had heard nothing
about the Gallery. I had no idea McCavendesh had had a near-death
experience. Jarvis saw this place as a haven, if not a blessing. That idea
seemed distinctly warped to me. I kept thinking about the quote about
Renfield in Dracula, "Those who God wishes to destroy, he first makes
Mad."
Satan stood in the far corner, closest to the shadows. He was thin
and wiry, but by no means weak. He was dressed in black silk which
tightly delineated his frame. His head was shaved and he wore
mirrorshades. On his left ring finger, he wore a square obsidian set in
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silver. After standing in front of him for several minutes, I realized he
didn't speak.
"Jarvis, is he a mute?"
"No, he's far from dumb. He speaks only rarely though. He is
what we call a very special case."
I chuckled a little bit. "Just what makes him different from the
others?"
Jarvis looked at me, his face very serious. "Satan here is a prophet.
He's killed five of his attendants since he was institutionalized, and God
knows how many before that. He's very dangerous.
I was wary. "A prophet, you say."
"Not the kind you like to think of. When he speaks, he foretells
random slayings, serial arson, date rapes. We try to warn the police, try
to interrogate him. It never works. It's always too late."
I became very quiet. "What does McCavendesh do with him?"
"He comes here at night, when he can't sleep. He sits in his chair
and looks at Satan. Satan is never asleep when he comes in, but after
several hours he goes to bed. McCavendesh makes the sign of the cross
and leaves."
"Does this happen a lot?"
"I've seen it many times."
Satan simply watched us, picking his teeth with a toothpick. He
looked at me, and smiled. His grin stretched across his face. It was the
creepiest thing I had ever seen. I walked away from Satan.
Jarvis quickly came to my side, but he said nothing. I asked him,
"He really is a prophet, isn't he?"
"I'm afraid he is."
"Are all of your 'artists' of a religious nature?"
"No, just McCavendesh's favorites. Oh, I see him now. Maybe
you had better go and talk with him. Don't let Satan bug you. He's just
crazy." Jarvis gave me a weak grin.
McCavendesh was sitting on a block of granite, petting the Pentecostal. The Pentecostal's hand writhed, shaping some unseen prayer to
God. His eyes were closed, though, and his face had a look of quiet
serenity. As I approached, McCavendesh raised a finger to his lips. He
continued to look down at the penitent, slowly moving his hands through
the stringy brown hair. Soon, McCavendesh got up and walked to me.
"I trust your introduction to my masterpieces went more smoothly
than with the shadow players," he said in a guarded, soft tone.
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"Ah, yes, it did, "I replied. "Jarvis was very helpful. It seems
strange though, that I have yet to see any feminine examples of the irrational."
McCavendesh smiled. "Yes, they are truly rare. I may have to
wait several centuries for a Hildegard von Bingen. Perhaps man is weaker
than his other half, or perhaps we need this help more than women."
"That is the second time this evening I have heard your Gallery
referred to as a blessing. I confess I find it very confusing. Tell me, why
did you abandon me when we came to the Gallery?"
"I do not want to contaminate what my visitors see. I will direct
an experience, but not interact. I am so familiar with the faces of my
wards, with their special attributes. Yet my visitors never fail to see something new, something I had never suspected. It is as if each of my patroned
individuals has a facet to be shown to each person who meets them, and
it is never the same face."
"What have you seen in my visit?"
McCavendesh's face became ashen. "Satan did not accost you.
Whenever I bring my visitors here, they are given a threat. Some are
directed to them, some at people they've known only in passing. And
the threats always come to pass. But he was silent to you. It makes me
reevaluate my estimation of you, sir."
"And why is that?"
"Because he has never assaulted me or any of my wards."
I was quiet for a long time. I looked back to where Satan lurked in
his cage. I saw only the lower half of his legs; the rest of him was cloaked
in shadows. Whatever secrets he had to share, he kept his own counsel.
"Tell me about your near-death experience," I asked
McCavendesh.
"I had just finished a corporate take over. My body and my mind
were both stressed beyond my limits. It was the first time I considered
retirement. I was that worn out. Then I had the heart attack."
McCavendesh began to go in a new direction. I walked with him, without hesitation.
"I don't tell many people about what happened, and I have often
wondered what it was about. I saw no white light, no Grim Reaper come
to slice me in half. I saw and felt things which had happened in my own
life. But they were strange, and things happened which I did not recognize from any memory. Something happened...in one of those visions,
which deeply disturbed me. Friends I had known were eating me, and
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my enemies were fighting them off. I never told anyone about it. At
night, I would wake screaming, still feeling my hot blood bathe me.
"I kept everything to myself, and it began to erode my soul. My
work suffered, and my wife slept in a separate room, afraid for the terrors I opened nightly. It was then that I heard about Jarvis. I was reviewing the medical claims filed with worker's comp when I read about one
of his visions. Angels had been devouring him, while demons fought to
tear them off him. That single feature struck a deep chord in me.
"Within days, Jarvis and I were talking in my office. I told him
some of the other things I had felt, and he had seen many things like
them. I saw in him a connection, a way of finding meaning and truth. I
began to sleep soundly, and my wife loved me again."
McCavendesh waved his upraised palm across the Gallery. "That's
how this began. Everyone of these madmen has a part of me within
them. They comfort me as much as I provide for them. I will tell you
truthfully, since I assembled this place, I have slept soundly."
"I can see that it is getting late, and that you will want to start to
work on your interview as soon as possible. I will have Jarvis escort you
to the proper entrance to this place. Mr. Nesmith, I ask only one thing of
you. You may write anything you wish, but I would ask you to return.
Perhaps just for a visit." He cocked his head toward Satan's cage. "After all, I enjoy individuals who are more than they seem."
I looked to the ground, and then back at McCavendesh. "I think I
would enjoy that, sir. May, I have one of Murray's sketchings?"
"Oh, yes, of course. May I enquire why?"
"I think that once...I may have strode those streets. Once. A long
time ago." I did not need to tell him about the allergic reaction to lithium
as a child.
McCavendesh smiled, curiously. "Well, that's most interesting.
Jarvis! Would you be so kind as to escort Mr. Nesmith out?"
A distant voice called out, "Yes, governor. Be right there."
McCavendesh bowed to me, and turned to leave. He walked
through his Gallery, and I saw him smile broadly. He started humming.
I can only guess what the tune was. Jarvis soon came to me, and led me
out.
Clay Draper
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Tell My Horse: An Autobiography

This Ford pickup is my sacred black bull.
On its bumper I have stuck: Wanna Come Up
and See My Chainsaw? It sounds good. And in its bed
I keep some bones, a shovel and a pick-ax. My smoked
goggles are horrible, I'm fat, and all of this
makes me feel important. I'm like Guede, the Voodoo
spirit who struts around in ragged black pants
and a ruined tophat. Peasants love him. He mounts
their souls like a rider does a horse. In his bag
he keeps an afterbirth wrapped in some poisonous
leaves. I say that's what's in my bag. It's mysterious.
His victims prance, spraying the pompous with caustic
and belittling comments. I, too, am an excuse
for self expression. When I jump on, ghastly white
chickens scatter dramatically. My bandana
is sweaty, and I listen to Willie Nelson. My stench
is significant. The NO SMOKING sign on my dash
has long been yellowed. My voice is a death-rattle
from a wind-pipe choked with phlegm. This skinny
white braid means I'm a threat, a blessing,
a maniac. I'll give you something to cry about.
Karri Harrison

To the Photographer, Quail Season, 1895
I. Introduction
Would you call this architecture a habitable world?
The symmetry has been made out of what lies ruined. For everyone's sake,
deny that your sense of justice is carefully countering the horizontal
with the vertical, the living with the... It's so artificial. First
you brought the outdoors into your studio, then you put the indoors out
with this backdrop spattered with dabs of leaves and gestural branches.
We've been supplied with no horizon, and the light surrenders
little depth. Let us surface as more than outlines. Keep your grays
rich, your focus sharp but differential. Be faithful to the way the eye sees.
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II. A Hunter
I want to look 6'2", like a cowboy of a hunter. I have the right eyes,
the wrong hat. Make my hound a horse resting loyally at my feet.
I'll put my best foot forward. And make my friend look big too,
although his hands might appear to be too delicate. With light,
emphasize his wild moustache and my handsome face,
and do it with a charming simplicity. A lack of guile.
III. The Dogs
You could leave us out or place us in between the men and fowl
as we were in the hunt. Whatever you'd like. Use us
for transition. Between life and death we'll rest
patiently, just wake us up when it's over.
IV. A Bird
Let me emerge as more than a prop, even though my eyes
are now without their curious fluttering. When you look
through the lens I trust that your eye distinguishes my body
from the rest, the curve of my spine from the rest, the curve
of my neck... Yes, my feet are bound to the same wire, or I lie
on the same artificial ground with their bodies pressed up
against mine, or I am alone at his feet, but I hold my wing thus,
compose my facial features thus. I attempt to make a sound
knowing that it will pass through the exposure unrecorded.
I offer you all that I have, just this much flesh, so please
set me apart. This is my last portrait. Such is my pose.
V. Conclusion
We went down in a flash of panic, fully in life
for that moment. What can we say now? It must be morning, there's dew.
What's been stolen from the sky remains scattered on the ground before you.
The bodies are the same. It's too late to change this world.
Karri Harrison
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One Summer

The South Georgia June sunshine pulsed into my scalp, contrasting sharply with the cool stone my palm grasped. Bees buzzed from
flower to flower and ants crawled off grass blades to tickle my toes in
their bright purple flip-flops. The rubber squawked and flapped my heels
as I circled the rose-covered area. My fingers trailed over the standing
granite, tracing the cold heart shape it made over the loved one below.
Sobs echoed in my memory—male, female; they blended into a
deep roar in my ears and a tightness in my chest.
Jose tried to bury himself with her, refusing to let go of the casket.
They'd been dating for two years. His brothers and her uncle, my dad,
had to pry loose his arms and hold his jerking body while the dark metal
slowly lowered into the gritty, uncaring soil, waiting to swallow her young
body.
It was hot. Humidly, unrelentingly hot. The gnats ferociously
sought entrance into eyes, nose, mouth. Every time I swatted some, replacements quickly filled the spaces left in the battalion. Sweat trickled
on my forehead and down my back, pooling in the waistband of my
skirt. The air settled heavily with perfume of mums and carnations, gladiolus and roses. The yellow-white sand reflected bright rays of sun—
very different from the day Michelle was killed. Her seventeenth birthday.
Lisa drove her gray Mustang to the slick curb and honked.
Michelle slammed the front door, ran down the wet path, and hopped in
the passenger seat.
"Morning, Michelle. Happy Birthday! I already picked up the
first load; it goes to the church at the north end of the county." First
checking to make sure no other cars were coming, Lisa then pulled onto
the water-covered road.
"Thanks. You know the way?"
"Yeah. Mom gave me directions."
"Okay, great." Michelle pushed a lever and settled herself almost
flat on the seat.
"What're you doing?"
"I gotta get some rest. Jose called and we talked practically all
night." She closed her eyes.
It was only a twenty minute drive from Michelle's house to the
church, and Lisa soon tooled her engine off the highway onto a side street.
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A slight rain peppered the hood.
Headlights flashed through the steamy windshield and Lisa suddenly noticed the STOP sign leaning precariously against a tree. She hit
the brakes and the Mustang fishtailed into the middle of an intersection.
Screams. And a station wagon ripped into the passenger side of
the little gray car.
August 26, 1992—three drizzly days after Hurricane Andrew
bombarded the Florida coast. Destruction seemed complete in Dade
County where Michelle lived. Houses and other buildings were obliterated. Whole neighborhoods changed location and everything familiar
was wiped away in a heartbeat.
Good Samaritans from all over the country rushed to help, but
the ones best able to help were from nearby, less affected areas. Michelle
was one such Samaritan. She spent those horrific days after the hurricane collecting food supplies from gracious contributors and delivering
them to the surprised and needy homeless who huddled in gymnasiums
and church shelters.
Michelle only took time away from her self-assigned task to have
her Senior pictures made. When I look now at the pictures of her smiling
face and laughing eyes framed by honey blonde hair, I see no hint of her
violent end the very next day.
I looked for Lisa at the funeral but later found out she was still in
the hospital. I didn't know if she would come anyway; it's an eight-hour
trip from Miami to Bainbridge where our family plot is established.
Jose wore blue jeans and his best shirt—he didn't own a suit. He
was saving money to buy Michelle an engagement ring for Christmas.
He didn't stay for the reception or even talk to Cindy, Michelle's mother.
His brothers drove him home.
The reception was at my great-aunt's house, the same place we
have our family reunion every year in June. It's where my grandmother
grew up. It was freezing inside—somebody left the air-conditioning set
too low. I grabbed some cold lunch meat and sat shivering in a chair. No
one talked.
Cindy stood in a corner, each arm around Michael and Christy,
Michelle's younger brother and sister. She was whispering to them and
hugging them close. Her face was blotched the same pink as the bud on
her dark suit. I didn't watch them long. No one did.
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I looked at the plate of food perched on my knees and remembered my dad and his infernal video camera at our last Bainbridge reunion. He stuck that thing in everyone's face, like he always does, and
asked silly and serious questions. I got aggravated because he'd dragged
Michelle away from our volleyball game to ask her what her favorite
part of our gatherings were. Everyone groaned and heckled my dad, but
Michelle just laughed and said, "Oh, you know. I love being able to see
everyone again. I love you all so much."
I put my small nosegay among the other flowers on the brown
grass. There will be a lot of visitors here this weekend. Blackberry bushes
surround the white church which stands guard, closed securely against
the settling dust of passing cars. My flip-flops make a hollow sound
when I leave.
Kari Riggs

Potato Peeler
I took off your skin, but
that wasn't all. I had to
gouge out rotten spots
behind your eyes. But behind
those spots I saw rotten
brown veins, like the rusty-crusty
pipes from my kitchen sink, leading
to that star-shaped rot in your middle.
Janet Spittler
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Revelations
by Christopher Haggard
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The Jester's Realm

Four hours past a seaport sunset,
walking with a fumbling, stumbling stagger of a boozehound
out of swank and splashy, jam-packed Preservation Hall.
Pie-eyed, tanked and taken back by the sights and sounds of
Sin City.
Check out that trick strutting by,
giving men his bedroom eyes.
He's all faked up, caked up with makeup and a swollen chest
stuffed with somethin' that seems to be poppin' outa that
purple sequined dress drapin' along the ground.
And the cherry topping this shocking sundae is a pale blonde
wig.
You couldn't tell the dude was a dude if he didn't have that
patch of a mustache above his glossed lips.
And can ya hear that Dixieland bustling and busting outta
the Krazy Korner?
Slippery trombones blare a ragtime tune
with those drums justa goin' a-beata-beat-beat-beat
in time with the deep fried bass guitar doin' its thang
while the lead trumpet squeaks his way to the Promised Land
(and lemme tellya, those saints are surely marchin' on in!)
and on the 88 keys, the elephant tusks and ebony are bein'
tickled pink!
The feet in my shoes just a-gotsta tap
and my head can't stop a-shakin'.
Razzamatazz can you hear that jazz?
What great sounds to hear.
Johnny White stands in a tuxedo whiter than that trace of
cocaine on the end of his nose.
That tux is the cleanest thing you'll see on this stale ale
covered street.
But Johnny's slapped on a warm smile, gold tooth and all,
arms extended offerin' me a platter of boiled-red-beady-eyed
crawfish.
His cajun drawl shouts, "DEYS RAWL GOOD IN BUTTA!"
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Samplin' one, I think to myself, "Damn right they are."
and I trot on down the dancing street
while I'm chewin' on that saltwater creekbed bottom-sucker.
On the soiled pavement of Bourbon Street,
a carnival where the carousel is whiskey
and the tilt-a-whirl is fifty-cent hurricanes,
the clowns are drunkards with bloodshot eyes,
the carnival's strongmen are the bouncers of bars
and the bearded lady tells a tourist standing next to his
wife and kids outside a swinging door of a strip joint:
"Come on in! C'mon man! Hey, it's family night!"
Irish eyes are smilin' at Pat O'Brien's,
a party rages on at Razzo's.
Le Jazz Club lights the ears of listeners,
and from every open door blasts the razzamatazz of
the Birthplace of Jazz.
But the sounds soften the further down the street,
just as the lights grow dim.
This end of the street is where angels fear to tread,
where you'll find Madame Laveaux's House of Voodoo
and a mystic air of witch's brew;
cowards tremble, as superstitions swirl this scene.
Up the crumbling steps, the brave souls go
through the Door to see black magician women trading goods of
sacred rites before a hundred candled altar bearing the
sullen skull of the Voodoo Queen—
curious hands dare not touch the bone in fear of legend's
curse...
In the small shop of secrets built with weathered wood of
Wicca.
In the Jester's realm of Bourbon Street,
where the bartender's Cheshire grins and sneering smiles
seem a bit like Satan's,
there's a Bluesman that sits on a bucket when the moon is up
on high.
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Under the neon lights and flashing signs,
he swerves up the Delta sounds like home-cookin' from his
antiqued six string.
And that's more than music comin' through that hollowed wood
and rusted strings. That's his life.
He coulda been a John Lee Hooker.
He mighta been a Muddy Waters.
Guess some dudes just aren't meant to be.
He's meant to Be, though.
Cause' this cat's song is true.
He's got him one pair of pants, those raggedy corduroys you
see him in.
He's got him one shirt, that Sears flannel with the buttons
undone to show off his chest tattoo that says:
"MY HEART BELONGS TO JESUS"
He's got himself a hat—and what a hat it is:
suede leather with a peacock's feather!
What a shame he ain't got shoes to cover up them blistered
feet.
But he's got him a song,
and he'll sing those damned words til' the day he dies,
along with all the other musicians here on the sidewalk
stage.
In any other town, these guys would be somethin' special.
On Bourbon Street, they're a dime a dozen.
"God blessya," he says when he's done with his number and
some fools gold falls into his paper cup.
I thank him for the song and head over to get back on the
carousel.
Banks Pappas
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Contributors' Notes
Susan Davis says, "I am a Junior and I am very tired." Southerner Teres a
Rogerson believes "griddle prints on your buttocks means you've been
waffling too long." Edison Carter, a.k.a. Clay Draper, believes that chlorine and flourescent lighting are making humanity sterile; looking at H a o
Chov, the Sequoya Review staff has decided to stock up on tap water.
Steve Yoder is the notorious "man from Nantucket." Freshman Rozmond
Johns on's name means "a secret between lovers" in Persian; in English it
means "Blair." Despite having lived in Europe, Africa, and Asia, Junior

Meredith Terretta loves Whitwell, the "hang-gliding capital of the East."
Adam Cleveland is a nice guy. Chris "Merle" Haggard seems to be a
shade of Dorian Gray these days. Laura Woolsey is trying to bring back
ART 021, "Make a Puppet, Make a Friend." Meeting with harsh opposition
from the administration, her puppet, Helen Davis, has filed suit against
UTC. Freshman Janet Spittler uses poetry to work through the trauma
she experienced at Ruby Falls' Potato Caverns. Melissa Phelps is (insert
witticism). Freshman Banks Pappas is looking to hitch a ride to the
1999 Mardi Gras parade, after hearing how many pretty beads Laura
Howard earned this year. Kari Riggs has lost her flip-flops; if you find
them, please return them to the Sequoya Review Office. Furthermore, if
you find Eric Riggs, keep him. Rebekah Sterling has recently received
a substantial stipend for appearing as the poster child for the metaphysically challenged. Dorothy Stubsten is self-explanitory. We would like
to apologize to Melanie Jordan for our remarks about her in the last
issue. "Keith Driver is a tax and spend liberal. In 1215 he opposed the
Magna Carta." - Paid for by the Kitty Forbes For President Campaign.
Jonathan "Warehouse" Row row, row your boat. (We're hungry.)
Magdelyn Hammond says "just leave me alone." Chuck Newell: English Literature Graduate Student. 'NWT Said. Lydia Melvin's stage name
is Taurus. Ashley Brooks likes fish and musical instruments, or so the
German's would have us believe. Judy "J." Giles is planning on doing
reggae versions of all her previous hits. Laurel Snyder wishes to remain
anonymous. Kimberly Keith is unamused. Paul Guest says, try to
write the goodest I can, so I can go to graduations school and get me a
Ph."
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